1. That the long period variable stars of spectral class Me are giants at maximum and of intermediate luminosity at minimum has been recognized for many years. That they are closely allied to Cepheid variables in most of their physical properties and therefore that pulsations may be the cause of their variations in light is now also becoming apparent from studies of their spectra, heat indices, and light variations.' These variable stars are, however, still something of an enigma. They are widely spread over the sky, they are in the very "earliest" stage of stellar evolution, they have exceedingly low density, and apparently the lowest effective temperatures known.
Among the most uncertain though significant properties of long period variables are the mean absolute magnitude at maximum, the dispersion about that mean, and the dependence of absolute luminosity on period and range. Some light can now be thrown on these questions through studies of variable stars in the region of the galactic center. At the same time we can take a definite step forward in the calibration of the long period variable as a tool for the measurement of space. Some years ago I first used such stars for the preliminary determination of the distance of a galactic star cloud,2 but too little was then known of the mean absolute magnitude and its dispersion to inspire faith in the accuracy of such estimates.
2. It has been possible to learn much of the comparative absolute brightness of Cepheids and cluster type variables from their frequent occurrence in restricted regions of space where differences of absolute magnitudes are safely inferred from the measured differences of apparent magnitudes. The globular clusters and Magellanic Clouds have yielded very few variable stars of the long period class, and those few, except in the southern cluster 47 Tucanae, are probably superposed variables, unrelated to the stellar system where they appear through projection. In 47 Tucanae, however, three variables with periods of two hundred days have been found and measured by Miss Woods and the writer.' The amplitudes are approximately three magnitudes, and the maxima are all equal at photographic magnitude 11.0; the variables are therefore brighter than any other stars in the cluster. The absolute magnitude cannot well be fainter than -2.0, since the cluster's parallax, though not yet accurately known, is almost certainly less than 0".00025.
The high luminosity for long period variables indicated by the cluster is definitely supported qualitatively by the motions of the brighter galactic members of the class, but the data are insufficient as yet to give precise quantitative results. The discussions by R. E. Wilson and Merrill and Str6mberg yield a mean absolute magnitude (visual) in the vicinity of 0.0, and Oort has obtained a value about two magnitudes brighter. Factors of selection of data and methods of treatment readily account f6r these differences. The question has been treated anew by Professor Gerasimovin, whose discussion, which appears in the following paper, contains full bibliographic references.
3. The cluster type variables in Milky Way Field 185, discussed in the preceding paper of this series on the galactic center, provide a key to the absolute magnitude of every type of object that can be shown to have members in the star cloud in Scorpio-Ophiuchus. These variables indicate that apparent magnitude 15.8 corresponds to zero absolute fnagnitude. It is of immediate significance that among the 450 variable stars in the field about one-third are of the long period class, and practically all of them are brighter than the cluster type variables around the galactic center. The majority of the long period variables are grouped about apparent photographic magnitude 14.8 at maximum, with a corresponding mean absolute magnitude -1.0. The color indices are probably not less than +1.5 on the average, and therefore the mean absolute visual magnitude is not fainter than Mpg -C. I. = 0.0 -1.0-1.5 = -2.5 at maximum. This result supports Oort's value based on the motions of long period variables, and also the value derived by Gerasimovi6 for stars with periods between 100 and 250 days; but I believe it is of much higher weight than the results based on proper motions, or the provisional but similar results from the cluster 47 Tucanae. It shows that the long period variable is a high luminosity star, probably as bright visuaUly as the average classical Cepheid, and therefore useful in investigations of remote parts of space.
The observed magnitudes of cluster variables relative to long period variables in MWF 185 might possibly be interpreted in two other ways:
(1) the two types may indicate two different star clouds widely separated in the line of sight, so that a comparison of their absolute magnitudes is not possible; (2) the visual absolute magnitudes of the long period variables in this star cloud may be near to zero, as found by Str6mberg and Merrill for brighter variables, so that the cluster type Cepheids are low luminosity Class A stars of absolute magnitude 0 + 1.5 + 1.0 = +2.5, or fainter. Neither of these hypotheses appears reasonable. An unexpected separation of the long period variables of MWF 185 into two classes with respect to length of period is indicated in figure 1 and in the tabulation below, where the ordinates are intervals of apparent magnitude, the abscissae intervals of period, and the tabulated quantities, numbers of variable stars. The infrequency of periods in the interval from 250 to 300 days is to be noted. This distribution of periods is distinctly different from that for stars of long period in the sky at large. The distribution in apparent magnitude is shown in figure 2 for all the long period variables for which Miss Swope has made measures, and separately for all those for which definite periods have been determined. The distribution is probably disturbed by the necessary scarcity of data for the fainter magnitudes. Although the working limit of the plates used in these investigations is about 16m.5, it is likely that only a small proportion of the long period variables which do not rise above 15.5 at maximim will be discovered, since for much of the period they would be near to or below the magnitude limit. As it stands, however, the distribution appears to be so closely normal that the mean value 14.8 with a dispersion. of 1.0 may be provisionally adopted as indicating the luminosity of long period variable stars in the galactic nucleus. That a definite localization occurs Voi. 14, 1928 961- in apparent magnitude is another indication of the existence of a definite galactic nucleus-obviously the same nucleus as that shown by the cluster type Cepheids, and around which the globular cdusters are distributed. Further discussion of the tabulated material awaits the large increase in the data that can soon be provided from the study of the new faint variables in other fields in the region of the galactic center.
There is no indication of progression of the mean apparent photographic magnitude with period, such as is found (loc. cit.) by Gerasimovic from the proper motions of the brighter long period variables. It may be (1) that the proper motions are still too inaccurate to differentiate the absolute luminosities for stars of longer and shorter period; or it may be (2) that the insufficiently known color indices have considerable differences depending on the period, so that photographic absolute magnitudes might be the same for all periods as here indicated, while the visual absolute magnitudes show a relation to period, as indicated by the proper motion data; or (3) there may be two groups of the stars with periods greater than 340 days, one with the absolute magnitude here derived, and another three magnitudes fainter in absolute brightness, and therefore below the limit of the Harvard photographs of the galactic center. Only further observation of proper motions and colors, and of faint stars near the galactic center, can definitely decide among these explanations of the apparent discrepancies.
Observations are now in progress on adjoining Milky Way fields which will eventually show whether the bi-modal distribution of the periods is a temporary trick of the available data, or a new characteristic displayed by variables in a galactic star cloud. We have also begun the systematic observation of the colors of long period variables at maxima to test the second of the above suggestions.
In concdusion, it appears that the moderate dispersion in apparent magnitude of long period variables near the center of the galaxy proves that these stars, now numerously found in star clouds, will be extremely serviceable in the measurement of galactic dimensions.
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